A double-correlation method is introduced to locate tremor sources based on stacks of complex, doubly-correlated tremor records of multiple triplets of seismographs back projected to hypothetical source locations in a geographic grid. Peaks in the resulting stack of moduli are inferred source locations. The stack of the moduli is a robust measure of energy radiated from a point source or point sources even when the velocity information is imprecise. Application to real data shows how double correlation focuses the source mapping compared to the common single correlation approach. Synthetic tests demonstrate the robustness of the method and its resolution limitations which are controlled by the station geometry, the finite frequency of the signal, the quality of the used velocity information and noise level.
over time. The result is identical to the sum of all autocorrelations and appropriately delayed cross correlations of the individual time series. The autocorrelations add noise, but contain no timing information, so excluding these and summing only the cross correlations helps suppress noise without loss of relative time information.
Inter-station cross-correlation has become a common tool for analysis of seismic ambient noise over the past decade. Numerous authors have used cross-correlation analysis in order to assess the spatial distribution of ambient noise sources. Shapiro et al. (2006) located a peak near the primary microseismic peak at 26 s period in the Gulf of Guinea by back projecting noise correlations. Gudmundsson and Brandsdottir (2010) , Zeng and Ni (2010) , Ballmer et al. (2013) and Droznin et al. (2015) used a similar approach to locate persistent sources of geothermal noise in Iceland, microseisms around Japan and volcanic tremor in Hawaii and Kamchatka, respectively. Haney (2010) measured differential travel-times extracted from cross-correlations of recordings of very-long-period (VLP) volcanic tremor at different stations and inverted those for the source location. All such methods require detailed information about seismic velocity in the area. Because this information is often insufficiently precise, envelopes or various integral measures of cross correlations were stacked rather than the cross correlations themselves in a number of the above studies.
If we think of a tremor or noise source as a point source which is incoherent in time and consider a simple medium between that source and all recording seismographs, then the recorded tremor (noise) will consist of a continuous interference pattern between the same source functions at random time intervals, but at a fixed delay for one station compared to any other corresponding to the differential travel-time from the source to the two stations. Recordings of the tremor at two stations will, therefore, correlate at that time lag, cancelling the random time of each source pulse by a relative measurement. This is the principle that all of the above methods make use of. In addition, correlation is an effective tool to suppress noise, or any signal that is incoherent at the particular time lags assumed.
Each differential travel-time extracted by correlation of tremor recorded at two stations does not constrain the source location to a point alone. Instead, it will constrain the location to lie anywhere on a hyperbolic surface corresponding to equal differential distance from the source (assuming a uniform velocity). If we restrict the propagation to two dimensions the solutions are constrained to lie on a hyperbolic curve. With information from two station pairs, we have two hyperbolic curves, which will usually intersect at one or two points. Further station pairs will provide redundant constraints on a single-point solution. Thus, we need differential travel-time measurements from at least two station pairs to locate a source in two dimensions. Similarly, we need three pairs to locate a source in three dimensions.
If we back project correlation functions to hypothetical source locations, again using uniform velocity, the energy distribution for each of them will peak on a hyperbolic surface. Stacking two correlation functions will usually produce a peak at a point, while stacking more station pairs will enhance that peak relative to other parts of the hyperbolae. However, this suppression is rather weak and is fundamentally limited by the number of available station pairs. The method we present below is intended to enhance signal by using a modified form of correlation, which we refer to as double correlation. The double correlation calculates the cross correlation of correlations from two pairs of stations. It uses the fact that when the signals are temporarily aligned for a given source, they should correlate not only between stations, but also between cross-correlation functions. The double correlation will suppress noise correlated at time shifts that are inconsistent with the assumed velocity model. It will also suppress the random noise in the signals.
Various assumptions are implicit in all correlation approaches, including that a source is not significantly autocorrelated and that it radiates similar time series in all directions.
Besides, we need to know the velocity well, which we may not. The tremor signals may contain both body and surface waves, so it becomes ambiguous which velocity to use and if we need to solve a two-dimensional or a three-dimensional problem. The Green's functions between the source and different receivers may be complex and differ by more than a time delay from one station to the other (multipathing, phase conversion). In that case the covariograms may correlate poorly. However, variations in the tremor source activity level should still produce similar variations at each station pair in the more slowly-varying covariogram envelopes. Use of envelopes may help to stabilize the back projection at a loss of spatial resolution.
Method
Our method of location extends the previous correlation methods by applying double correlation instead of a single correlation. We make the same assumptions as are normally made in, e.g., single-correlation methods, including that if multiple sources are present, they are not correlated with each other. The double-correlation location method can be divided into three aspects: (1) the computation of the double correlations of triplets of seismographs, (2) the back projection of the stacked double correlation to hypothetical sources in a geographic grid, and (3) the selection of station triplets. In the following subsections we address these aspects separately.
Double correlation
Here we introduce the procedure to compute a double correlation of a station triplet. The correlation at a pair of stations, a and b, is
where i and j are sample indices, a(i) and b(i) are the seismograms at station a and b, respectively, and N is the total number of sample points. Having computed a second such correlation for stations c and d
we can then define a double correlation as
where M = N − 1 is the maximum sample lag in the first cross correlation. The double correlation is useful for two purposes. First, the level of redundancy is increased over a single correlation, which suppresses random noise. Second, this double correlation will peak at the double differential travel-time between the two pairs and if we back project this function to the source in two dimensions it will concentrate energy around a point as opposed to the hyperbola obtained by the back projection of a single correlation. This is, however, not how we implement double correlation. We note that the sum in eq. (3) will not have much of a contribution from time lags beyond a finite limit corresponding to the possible differential travel-times of sources within the network. Therefore, we implement double correlation in the following manner. First, we convert our time series to an analytic signalf
where f (t) is the original time series, H ... denotes the Hilbert transform andf (t) is the analytic signal of f (t). Then, we divide the time span of our signals, T , into K equal sub intervals of length ∆T = T /K. Next, we select a triplet of stations, a, b and c.
We choose one of those as a reference station, for example a, and correlate stations a and b on one hand and stations a and c on the other. Choosing this particular way of combining station is not fundamentally required for our approach to work, but for our data character and geometry, this approach is effective. The issue related to the selection of station triplets will be discussed later. For the k-th interval the correlations at station a and b, and station a and c are
and
respectively, where the time series are all complex and * indicates the complex conjugate.
Finally, we correlate those twô
where i and j are the expected sample lags calculated from the theoretical differential travel-times between station a and b, and a and c, respectively. These theoretical differential travel-times are obtained from, e.g., ray tracing in a pre-defined velocity model.
The amplitude of this complex double correlationĈ abc is a measure of the double correlation at a given differential time-shift. It will peak at the double differential traveltime between the two station pairs. The phase ofĈ abc measures the precise phase lag or time lag between the time series. In order to make use of the phase information in C abc , a complete velocity model, which we may not know precisely, is needed to calculate the differential travel-times between stations. We, therefore, focus our analysis on the amplitude ofĈ abc .
The double correlation will suppress random noise more than single correlation and suppress non-stationary correlated noise. Stacking the back-projected double correlations for all triplets will further suppress correlated peaks that are not common for all triplets, e.g., components of the Green's functions between source and stations that vary from one path to another. A further advantage of this double correlation is that each back projection provides a localized estimate of the source location (in two dimensions). Therefore, when we back project to a hypothetical source and stack different such double correlations, we stack equivalent estimates of the source location. However, stacking single correlations involves stacking hyperbolic distributions that have very different localization properties.
Back projection
The back projection of the above double correlation is done in the following manner: For each hypothetical source location the travel time to any given station is computed using a velocity model. The time lags between stations a and b and stations a and c are thus estimated and their double difference computed. The value of the back projection is then the value of the corresponding double correlation at that differential lag. These are then stacked over all triplets.
It is common that amplitude variations of seismograms are not compensated in the back projection. The amplitude variation depends on a number of effects, e.g., focusing effects due to velocity variations, attenuation etc. We argue that for Katla volcano, we cannot know the amplitude variation sufficiently well since we are not able to model these effects precisely. Besides, the amplitude variation is not important, because we are exploiting coherent phase information in our method. The amplitude simply affects the relative weighting of the different covariograms or double covariograms. In order to optimize the use of the phase information, it is more appropriate to select such weighting based on some measure of correlation uncertainties in each case. However, such uncertainties may be difficult to estimate reliably and will vary from one data set to the other.
Selection of station triplets
In the calculation of double correlations we choose to combine stations according to a reference-station scheme, rather than including all possible combinations of stations. We have tested this synthetically, also using the same real-data examples as presented later.
We find that this reference-station scheme works better than including all possibilities.
One reason is that by restricting the double correlations to correlations within closed triangles reduces the occurrence of nearly parallel station pairs. It, in turn, alleviates overlapping of tangential hyperbolae. As a result, hyperbolic streaking is reduced in the result.
Under this reference-station scheme, a network of n stations will have C 
For a station network with n = 10 seismographs the number of triplets is N = 360.
Application to real data
We apply the double-correlation method to tremor at Katla volcano, southern Iceland, for a detailed description of this unrest). Three main cauldrons (depression on the glacier surface) collapsed on the ice surface during the tremor (Gudmundsson and Sólnes, 2013) .
Those are also indicated in Fig. 1 University and Reykjavik University on nunataks (rock protruding the ice surface) in the ice, a total of 12 nearby stations were in operation during the tremor period. Here we use the 10 stations closest to the caldera for our analysis.
First, local earthquakes are removed from the seismograms by automated clipping and manual removal. This is not because events invalidate our approach, but because they may not be at the same location as the tremor source. As the events are strong signals, they may thus inject strong "correlated noise" to the analysis of tremor. Data are then filtered between 0.8 and 1.5 Hz using a 4th order Butterworth filter. We choose this low-frequency band because the energy is more stable there than at higher frequencies (Sgattoni et al., submitted manuscript). We expect that the tremor sources are located inside the station network and the amplitude of some of the closer stations may dominate. It is, therefore, sensible to normalize amplitudes in some way. We compare two normalization strategies:
(1) using raw covariograms without any normalization of traces; (2) using covariograms after one-bit normalization of each trace. These choices are subjective. To optimally weigh the covariograms in the back-projected stack, we need to know their uncertainties, which are difficult to estimate.
Here we focus on the surface-wave component of signals and, therefore, perform the back projection in a two-dimensional grid with a resolution of 0.5 km in each direction. We have tested several uniform velocities and find that a velocity of 1.2 km/s best focuses the energy. Since we are working with the modulus of the complex double correlation, which is related to the surface-wave envelopes (energy), this velocity should correspond to group velocity. This may appear to be a low velocity. However, it is comparable to the results of persists to the south of the caldera. The background energy is also lowered in relative terms by double correlation compared to the single correlation, demonstrating the effect of noise suppression. In case 2 (correlating one-bit normalized traces) the hyperbolic streaking artefact is significantly suppressed. Again, the double correlation suppresses these artefacts more effectively than the single correlation.
Note, that we are not able to evaluate which normalization scheme is optimal unless we know the characteristics of noise processes in the signals. In our particular examples (real and synthetic data, see also Fig. 2 ) case 2 appears to be the better choice. Case 1 may be suboptimal because the high-amplitude stations near the source dominate and we, therefore, do not take full advantage of all possible geometries offered by the network.
In all cases, the maximum back-projected energy lies close to the location of two closely spaced cauldrons that collapsed in the southern part of the caldera. This lends credibility to the location method, because it is reasonable to expect tremor in association with volcanic, geothermal or glacio-hydrological processes near cauldrons. The third cauldron appears to be associated with weaker tremor (Sgattoni et al., submitted manuscript).
Synthetic tests
We have tested the double correlation approach with various synthetic tests. When using perfect data in a uniform velocity structure, the single source is well recovered with a resolution limitation controlled by the frequency content of the data. With significant velocity heterogeneity (compared to the finite frequency limitation) we lose our ability to predict travel time precisely. This results in erratic phase behaviour in the complex covariograms. However, the modulus of the back-projected double correlation remains stable, but its finite width, controlled by the frequency band-width of the data, translates into a broader location estimate.
Our tests of the method include both various noise processes and propagation effects.
We have included random incoherent noise in the time series. We have added coherent noise in the form of the source impulses delayed according to a simple body-wave model to simulate the presence of body waves in the tremor signal. We have added signals corresponding to plane waves from a range of azimuths to simulate the effect of distant sources, e.g. microseisms. Finally, we have added a set of random scatterers given a random strength, a random scattering width and a random orientation. We have also modelled the effect of heterogeneity by delaying the source impulses according to a two-dimensional velocity model for surface waves and given those random amplitude perturbations on top of simple geometrical spreading. The tests are done with seismograms filtered in the same frequency range as the Katla tremor data (0.8-1.5 Hz). The back projection is done with the same uniform velocity as chosen for the Katla tremor data, which is also the average group velocity in the synthetic velocity structure.
We have done a number of tests with different strength of the described effects added.
These tests reveal that, even with a strong velocity variation of ± 20 % (root-mean-square level of heterogeneity) with a correlation length of 7 km, we still recover the source location to within a few km. Suppression of incoherent noise is very effective and the point-source location is well recovered even if this noise has the same amplitude as the signal on average In the testing we also try to simulate the features appeared in the real-data example. 
Discussion and conclusions
We introduce a double-correlation method to locate tremor sources. This method back projects stacks of complex, doubly correlated tremor records to hypothetical sources in a geographic grid for location estimates. Compared to the existing single-correlation method, the double correlation is better in suppressing both random noise and noise cor- Application of the method to real data from Katla volcano, Iceland reveals that there is a stable energy source during the tremor period. The location of that source lies close to the cauldrons collapsed during that period.
In the synthetic tests we are able to recover the primary source location with a resolution of a few km despite various types of noise added to the seismograms. Although we have added significant secondary sources, such as scatterers and plane-wave sources, these are well suppressed by the double correlation. Unless they are comparable in amplitude to the primary source, they will not have a significant effect on its source-location estimate. Random noise is effectively suppressed by the double correlation. Correlated noise, such as the body-wave component, does not have a significant effect on the result because it has a time delay which is very different from the surface-wave component. Velocity perturbation has a little effect on the location estimate except broadening it to have a resolution of a few km, depending on the frequency content of the data.
We are able to simulate the real-data example qualitatively with the added effects to the synthetic data. The energy distributions in the back-projected maps are similar for both data sets. In particular, hyperbolic streaking artefacts in the real data are well simulated. We, therefore, conclude that the peak in Fig. 1(d) reveals the location of the dominating energy source during the tremor period.
We need not assume that the tremor is dominantly composed of surface waves for a two-dimensional back-projection to work as at surface-wave velocities the body-wave components do not stack coherently. It suffices that the tremor contains a significant surface-wave component. Focusing on surface waves limits the analysis to two dimensions, so source depth cannot be recovered. If the source has a finite depth, a phase shift will be introduced into the surface waves, but this will be common to all observations and, therefore, cancel in the double-differential times of the double correlation.
For the higher frequencies (1.5 -4 Hz and 4 -9 Hz) of the Katla data we have not been able to recover a coherent picture of the source with this method. We suspect that is caused by increasing vigour of scattering effects at increasing frequency in tune with the fact that addition of discrete scatterers for the 0.8 -1.5 Hz range proved to be a significant obscuring effect in our synthesized examples.
In this short article, we have not discussed all possible complications, such as that for some station geometries with multiple dominating sources some spurious correlation may be incompletely suppressed even after double correlation. Such problems may be alleviated by further processing steps, e.g. with higher-order cross correlations. The specific method presented here is only one of a family of methods based on higher-level cross correlation. Slightly different approaches may be better suited depending on the characteristics of the data. However, the suggested double-correlation strategy does better suppress some types of uncorrelated and correlated noise than other alternatives and may be useful for a spectrum of array-processing problems, not only tremor analysis.
